ILLUSTRATED SPEECH RESULTS

JUNIOR DIVISION

1ST - Kaylee Lunsford, Oklahoma
2ND - Kade Boatman, Illinois
3RD - Dustin Denton, Kansas

INTERMEDIATE DIVISION

1ST - Wesley Denton, Kansas
2ND - Sheridan Chaney, Nebraska
3RD - Cade Harris, Texas

SENIOR DIVISION

1ST - Bailey Kelton, Oregon
2ND - Malina Lindstorm, Nebraska
3RD - Emily Bernard, Illinois
PEWEE SPEECH PARTICIPANTS

Ella Crane
Kylee Gaston
Layna Ottmers
Johanna Studer
Sedona Sifford
Brynn Kirkpatrick
Colby Jones
Wyatt Weaber
Ella Deford
Caden Perry
Lauren Adkerson

Carly Kolterman
Parker Thomas
Emma Helsinger
Kashlyn Krebs
Nicholas Jones
Makenna Smith
Augustin Burwell
Cora Belle Chapman
Jayna Blume
Evlyana Burwell
Jarret Worrell
EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEECH RESULTS

INTERMEDIATE DIVISION

1ST - Chesney Effling, South Dakota
2ND - Jacob Toombs, Missouri
3RD - Haleigh Ferguson, Missouri

SENIOR DIVISION

1ST - Malina Lindstrom, Nebraska
2ND - Melanie Fishel, North Carolina
3RD - Schelby Beach, Ohio
INDIVIDUAL SALES RESULTS

PEWEE DIVISION

1ST - Claire Collins, Oklahoma
2ND - Kylee Gaston, Texas
3RD - Jarret Worrell, Texas

JUNIOR DIVISION

1ST - Cade Harris, Texas
2ND - Marlyn Pecha, Oklahoma
3RD - Jhett West, Wyoming

INTERMEDIATE DIVISION

1ST - Karley Rayfield, Texas
2ND - Jacob Toombs, Missouri
3RD - Grant Helsinger, Ohio

SENIOR DIVISION

1ST - Melanie Fishel, North Carolina
2ND - Malina Lindstrom, Nebraska
3RD - Madison Katzenberger, Wisconsin
PEWEE DIVISON

1ST - Texas: Jarret Worrell, Kylee Gaston & Layna Ottmers
2ND - Kansas: Brinley Davis, Colby Jones & Cooper Weaber

JUNIOR DIVISON

1ST - Kansas: Danica Davis, Cally Miller & Jase Beltz
2ND - Oklahoma: Kamryn Oakes, Hannah Pembrook & Addison Koontz
3RD - Missouri: Beau Ann Graves, Kristin Waters & Emmalee Mueller

INTERMEDIATE DIVISION

1ST - Wyoming: Jhett West, Branden West & Siage Ward
2ND - New England: Ashlee Demolles & Harrison Roberts
3RD - Kansas: Jalyn Davis, Lauren Gatz & Jordan Gatz
PEWEE DIVISION

1ST - Caroline Lee- Illinois
2ND - Kylee Gaston- Texas
3RD - Jarrett Worrell- Texas

JUNIOR DIVISION

1ST - Waylon Lee- Illinois
2ND - Dustin Denton- Kansas
3RD - Trevor Crutcher- Illinois

INTERMEDIATE DIVISION

1ST - Kiley Allen- Iowa
2ND - Sydney Mitchell- Minnesota
3RD - Rhett McMillen- Missouri

SENIOR DIVISION

1ST - Molly Minihan- Kansas
2ND - Calah Covey- South Dakota
3RD - Ashton McMillen- Missouri
PHOTOGRAPHY
HEREFORD CATTLE

PEWEE DIVISION

1ST - Cora Belle Chapman - Illinois
2ND - Brinley Davis - Kansas
3RD - Caroline Lee - Illinois

JUNIOR DIVISION

1ST - Dustin Denton - Kansas
2ND - Kendall Boatman - Illinois
3RD - Piper Colyer - Idaho

INTERMEDIATE DIVISION

1ST - Jalyn Davis - Kansas
2ND - Abigail Billing - New Jersey
3RD - Garrett Markey - Georgia

SENIOR DIVISION

1ST - Hannah Tremaine - Wisconsin
2ND - Schelby Beach - Ohio
3RD - Wyatt Minihan - Kansas
PHOTOGRAPHY ENHANCED

PEWEE DIVISION

1ST - Ella Crane- Illinois
2ND - Cora Belle Chapman- Illinois
3RD - Kian Morris- Nebraska

JUNIOR DIVISION

1ST - Nolan Lee- Illinois
2ND - Waylon Lee- Illinois
3RD - Piper Colyer- Idaho

INTERMEDIATE DIVISION

1ST - Rianna Chaney- Nebraska
2ND - Abigail Lewis- Nebraska
3RD - Molly Biggs- Illinois

SENIOR DIVISION

1ST - Wyatt Minihan- Kansas
2ND - Blair Steele- Pennsylvania
3RD - Abby Anderlik- Iowa
POSTER CONTEST RESULTS

PEWEE DIVISON

1ST - Chyloh Billman, Idaho
2ND - Emma Helsinger, Ohio
3RD - Faith Perry, Kansas

JUNIOR DIVISON

1ST - Gavin Rhode, Missouri
2ND - Tymber Billman, Idaho
3RD - Blake Kirkpatrick, Washington
HEREFORD BOWL RESULTS

TOP WRITTEN SCORE JUNIOR DIVISON

Kendall Boatman, Illinois

TOP WRITTEN SCORE SENIOR DIVISON

Nick Torrance, Illinois

BUZZER TEAM JUNIOR DIVISON

1ST - Illinois: Kade Boatman, Kendall Boatman, Morgan Richardson & Adian Knobloch

2ND - Wisconsin: Mya Bevan, Nick Jones, Morgan Firlus & Jordan Lamb

BUZZER TEAM SENIOR DIVISON

1ST - Illinois: Nick Torrance, Kira Sayre, Molly Biggs, & Emma Richardso

2ND - Oklahoma: Parker Cantrell, Riley Huskey, Terah Garcia & KayAnn Eck
1ST - Kansas #3
Kinsley Gillig, Callie Schmidt, Dakota Gillig, Dustin Denton & William Meinhardt

2ND - Texas #2
Cooper Cofelt, Brody Brogan & Kaily Hamman

3RD - Indiana
Zach Strueh, Maddox Gunn, Dylan Kottkamp, Collin Deatsman & Kylie McFatridge
TEAM FITTING RESULTS

1ST - Illinois
   Stenson Storey
   Kade Boatman
   Noah Benedict

2ND - Nebraska
   Kaisha Alber
   Matt Bruns
   Jake Sellman

3RD - Indiana
   Maddox Gunn
   Collin Deatsman
   Payton Farmer